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HANDOUT 5: COMMON NOUNS AND QUANTIFIERS 

 
In the previous handout we saw how we can put the denotations of names together with those of 

predicates to get the meanings of simple sentences. Now that we have that basic semantic machinery 

under our belts, we can extend our vocabulary by adding common nouns and quantifiers to the mix. 

Quantifiers will prove to be very important to us as challenges to their interpretation have greatly 

shaped semantic theory. Similar to what we did with names and predicates, we will develop a 

composition rule for each of the quantifiers we introduce. While this approach will serve us well in 

the class, in our last lecture, I will suggest a more elegant way handling semantic composition that 

does not require construction-specific rules.   

 

Extending the vocabulary: Common nouns   

Like predicates, we will treat the denotations of common nouns as functions from situations to 

sets of individuals.  

    For all possible situations s  ∈ S: 

[[city]](s)         = { a : a is a city in s }  

[[bridge]](s)    = { a : a is a bridge in s }  

[[building]](s) = { a : a is a building in s }  

 

A first tripartite quantification structure 

Following the intuitions outlined in Handout 1, where we said quantifiers like no express relations 

between sets, we can put things together as follows: 

 

 

            Every                     city                         is  polluted  

 

        

   

 

                                                sentence  
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        Universal Quantification Rule (UQ)  

        If  is a common noun and  is a predicate (=VP), then:  

                    [[ every   ]] = { s  S: [[  ]] (s)   [[ ]] (s) }  

  

  

Semantic computation  

For all possible situations s  S and we have:   

1. [[ city ]] (s) = {a  E: a is a city in s}         Lex.  

2. [[ is polluted ]](s) = {a  E: a is polluted in s}                 Lex.    

3. [[ every city is polluted ]]  =   

{ s  S: [[ city ]] (s)   [[ is polluted ]] (s) }                   UQ  

   = { s: {a: a is a city in s}  {a: a is polluted in s} }      1, 2    

  =   the set of all possible situations s such that the set of all cities in s          

                 is a subset of the set of all polluted things in s.    

  

A syntax-semantics mismatch?   

 

Compare the semantic or logical structure for New York is polluted and Every city is 

polluted. In the first case, there is a close correspondence between the familiar syntactic 

structure and the semantic structure.  I just used different labels for the nodes, not an essential 

part of the proposal.  In the second case, the syntactic structure and the semantic structure 

differ radically. The syntactic structure is bipartite, the semantic structure is tripartite. Are 

syntactic and semantic parsing procedures two independent procedures? We will come back 

to this question in a few handouts.   
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Syntax 

                                
 

Semantics 

                                
 

 

More quantifiers  

            

 

 

              Negative Quantification Rule (NQ)  

    If  is a common noun and  is a predicate (= VP), then:   

     [[ no  ]] = { s  S: [[]] (s)  [[]] (s) =  }  

    

 

     

 

 

                        

                Existential Quantification Rule (EQ)  

      If  is a common noun and  is a predicate (= VP), then:   

       [[some    ]] = { s  S: [[]] (s)  [[]] (s) ≠  }  
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Some History: Leonhard Euler and the relational theory of quantifiers  

 

“Leonhard Euler's Lettres à une Princesse d'Allemagne (which were written in 1761 and 

published in St. Petersburg in 1768) must be mentioned among works of the eighteenth 

century that contributed something to mathematical logic. Those letters which deal with 

logic contain no attempt to work out a calculus, though Euler was a great mathematician; 

but they popularized Leibniz's device of illustrating logical relations by geometrical 

analogies, and this had some influence on thinkers in the next century. In particular it 

directed attention to the extensional or class interpretation of general statements; for Euler 

represented (or rather illustrated) the four Aristotelian forms of statements by three relations 

of closed figures according to the following scheme......”  

(From Kneale & Kneale: The Development of Logic)   

 

  

Every a is b  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

No a is b   

  

    

  

    

   

  

    

    

  

a     
  

b   

a   
b   
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The relational theory of quantification  

The semantic contribution of quantifiers (determiners) consists in requiring certain relations to 

hold between the set determined by the common noun and the set determined by the predicate (in 

a given situation).   

  

  

  

1. [[ every apple is rotten ]] = { s:  [[ apple ]] (s)    [[ rotten ]] (s)  }   

    

 
  

  

2. [[ some apples are rotten ]] = { s:  [[ apples ]] (s)   [[ rotten]](s) ≠ Ø  }  

  

  

 
  

 

 

              

rotten things in s 

apples 
in s 

    

apples 
in s 

rotten 
things in s 
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3. [[ no apple is rotten]] = { s:  [[ apple ]] (s)  [[ rotten ]] (s) = Ø  }  

  

  

 
  

4. [[ exactly two apples are rotten ]] =   

   = { s: / [[apples ]] (s)   [[ rotten]] (s)/  = 2  }  

  

              
  

  

Reminder: For any set A, /A/ is the cardinality of A.  The cardinality of a set is the number 

of its members.  

  

 Class exercise  

  

(1) [[ The two apples are rotten ]]  =  

  

(2) [[ More than half of the apples are rotten ]] =  

  

(3) [[ At least five apples are rotten ]] =  

the set of 
apples in s 

the set of 
rotten 
things in s 

    

apples 
in s 

rotten 
things in s 
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(4) [[Fewer than five apples are rotten ]] =  

 

(5) [[More than five apples are rotten ]] =  

 

(6) [[ Fewer than two thirds of the apples are rotten ]] =  

 

 

Thinking about what we’ve achieved 

 

The semantics for quantifying determiners that we have developed is a variant of the oldest 

known view of quantification, the so-called ‘relational’ view, which can be traced back to 

Aristotle. Aristotelian logic (syllogistics) was the dominant paradigm up to the 19th century.  

The following passage is adapted from Dag Westerståhl:1 

 

Aristotelian syllogistics is basically a theory of inference patterns among quantified 

sentences.  Here a quantified sentence has the form  

  

  (1)  QXY  

  

where X,Y are ‘universal terms’, that is, expressions picking out sets of individuals (in 

possible situations),  and Q is one of the quantifiers all, some, no, not all.  In practice, 

Aristotle treated these quantifiers as relations between universal terms.  Aristotle chose to 

study a particular type of inference pattern with sentences of the form (1), the syllogisms.  

A syllogism has two premises, one conclusion, and three universal terms (variables).  

Every sentence has two different terms, all three terms occur in the premises, and one 

                                                 

1 From: Dag Westerståhl "Quantifiers in Formal and Natural Languages". In D. Gabbay and F. Guenthner (ed.): 

Handbook of Philosophical Logic, volume IV: Topics in the Philosophy of Language. Dordrecht (Reidel), 1989, p. 

6f.     
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term, the 'middle' one, occurs in both premises but not in the conclusion.  It follows that 

the syllogisms can be grouped into four different 'figures',  according to the possible 

configurations of variables.  

  

Q1ZY  Q1YZ  Q1ZY  Q1YZ  

Q2XZ  Q2XZ  Q2ZX  Q2ZX  

____  ____  ____  ____  

Q3XY  

  

Q3XY  Q3XY  Q3XY  

Here the Qi can be chosen among the above quantifiers, so there are 43  × 4 = 44 = 256 

syllogisms. Now the question Aristotle posed - and, in essence, completely answered - can 

be formulated as follows: For what choices of quantifiers are the above figures valid?  For 

example, if we in the first figure let Q1 = Q2= Q3 = all, a valid syllogism results ('Barbara' 

in the medieval mnenomic);   

  

All  Americans speak English.  

All Bostonians are Americans.    

_______________________  

All Bostonians speak English.   

  

Likewise, if Q1 = Q3 = no and Q2 = all  ('Celarent').    

  

No Europeans speak Mohawk.  

All Austrians are Europeans.   

_______________________  

No Austrians speak Mohawk.   
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Note that Aristotle's notion of validity is essentially the modern one: a syllogism is valid if 

every instantiation of X,Y,Z verifying the premises also verifies the conclusion.   

  

Our account of Aristotelian logic: An illustration  

  

The first syllogism from above is really a short form of the following inference pattern:  

  

(1) All  Americans speak English is true in the actual world.   

All Bostonians are Americans is true in the actual world.   

____________________________________________  

All Bostonians speak English is true in the actual world.    

  

Within our semantic framework, the inference pattern in (1) amounts to (2) , where w0 is 

the actual world:  

  

(2) w0  ∈ [[All  Americans speak English]].   

w0  ∈ [[All Bostonians are Americans]].    

____________________________________________  

w0  ∈ [[All Bostonians speak English]].    

  

Applying our semantic rules to each line of (2) gives us the following output (after 

computations you are by now very familiar with):  

  

(3) w0  ∈ {s:  {a: a is American in s} ⊆ {a: a speaks English in s} }.   

w0  ∈ {s:  {a: a is a Bostonian in s} ⊆ {a: a is American in s} }.  

____________________________________________  

w0  ∈ {s:  {a: a is a Bostonian in s} ⊆ {a: a speaks English in s} }.  
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Applying the Comprehension Principle to each line of (3) gives us:   

  

(4) {a: a is American in w0} ⊆ {a: a speaks English in w0}.       

 {a: a is a Bostonian in w0} ⊆ {a: a is American in w0}.       

____________________________________________  

{a: a is a Bostonian in w0} ⊆ {a: a speaks English in w0}.  

  

  

(4) is a special instance of the general inference pattern (5):   

  

  

(5) Z ⊆ Y       

X ⊆ Z   

 ______      

X ⊆ Y.  

  

It’s possible to prove with set theoretical principles alone that the inference pattern (5) is 

valid for any arbitrary sets X, Y, Z, that is, not just for our special case where:  

  

Z = {a: a is American in w0}   

Y = {a: a speaks English in w0}  

X = {a: a is a Bostonian in w0}  

  

What accounts for the validity of (5) is the transitivity of the subset relation: If X ⊆ Z and 

Z ⊆ Y, then X ⊆ Y.    
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If you have the patience, you can produce similar demonstrations proving that all valid 

Aristotelian syllogisms are indeed predicted to be valid in our semantics, and all invalid 

Aristotelian syllogisms are indeed predicted to be invalid.   

  

Wait. What I just said is actually not quite true.  For Aristotle, All men are mortal implies 

Some man is mortal, and this is, strictly speaking, not predicted by our semantics.  If 

there are no men, the set of all men is empty, hence a subset of any set. We predict, then, 

that All men are mortal is trivially true in this case.  But then All men are mortal does 

not logically imply Some man is mortal.  According to our theory, then, there are 

possible situations in which All men are mortal is true, but Some man is mortal is false.  

Modern semanticists share Aristotle’s intuition, but account for it through the interaction 

of semantic and pragmatic principles. In the end, then, this slight discrepancy should not 

bother us.  We do have a fairly adequate account of Aristotelian logic.   
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Answers to Class Exercises 

Note: There are other possible ways to express correct answers. 

 

 

 


